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New Book. How to Live Large Every Day and Kick Butt Along
the Way! How does a girl who was originally predicted to live a
wheelchair-bound existence become adventurous, self-assured,
successful, and . . . unflappable? Standing 4 feet 2 inches tall in
flats (which she would never be caught dead in, anyway),
Lauren Ruotolo has spent her thirty-four-ish years seeing the
world from a unique angle upward facing. Lauren was born
with McCune-Albright syndrome, a mysterious and rare genetic
disease that researchers say occurs in anywhere between 1 in
100,000 and 1 in 1 million people. Some people with the
condition tend to go the wheelchair route, but that was never a
road Lauren wanted to travel. Her preferred method of
transportation, instead, includes stiletto heels. Lauren has
avoided the label of disabled through uniquely discovering
who she really is, and now you, too, can learn the secrets to
living life in a big way. In Unstoppable in Stilettos, Lauren offers
you Lauren s Lessons, in which she shares her hard-earned
wisdom and life experiences to offer you a unique brand of...
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Reviews
A whole new electronic book with a new point of view. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom Its been written in an
exceedingly simple way which is only following i finished reading through this pdf in which really modified me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Ar ia nna Nikola us
This ebook is wonderful. I have got go through and so i am certain that i am going to likely to read through once
again again later on. You will like the way the article writer compose this ebook.
-- Miss Ar ia ne Mr a z
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